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depending on the tester used, only two methods of testing are available. one would be the normal test method
where the cable is tested for any open or short locations. another method that is sometimes used is to test the
cable one end at a time. this method is usually used when testing an individual circuit with an automatic test
method such as a component tester. this method is also used when testing short circuits. if a short circuit is

detected, the tester will usually begin testing only at the location of the short and not the entire cable. again,
this is only done when testing for short circuits. as a general rule, testing for open or short locations requires
four testing locations for each cable. testing for electrical shorts requires only two. it is necessary to have a
technician who can identify short circuits in order to avoid accidental damaging the cable during the testing
process. this task falls to an experienced technician who is aware of the cable types and their construction.

proper testing is a big part of cable installation so the technician should not start working until he or she knows
exactly what the cable will be used for.  in the case of the testing methods used for short circuits, component
testers, or automatic test methods, technicians often perform a test, verify all test locations, and then perform
a loopback test to check for short circuits. this may be done to either the entire cable or to only a portion of the
cable. an ideal field test should include: testing for continuity at each connection. testing for opens and shorts
at each connection. testing for potential open or short circuit locations. looping back the cable to test for short

circuits. identifying possible causes of short circuits so that the correct repairs can be performed. as an
example, if a cable is shorted at the incoming and/or outgoing locations, it should be known if the short is

caused by a faulty network plug or faulty network socket. sometimes customers will return cables that were
installed by another provider, or never take them back when they experienced a problem. under this situation,

the field tester should test for continuity at each cable end.
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there are many standards applicable to cabling installations. standards such as ansi/tia 568 (1998) define
performance requirements for shielded/unshielded, coaxial cable, and fiber optic cable. others are defined by
the cable manufacturers themselves, and are based on the assemblies they build. ansi/tia 568.1-d (2004) sets
performance requirements for cables. standards are defined in terms of the maximum values of performance

parameters. performance parameters include the maximum values of minimum conductor size for each pair of
a twisted-pair group, cable losses, and cable impedance. this is one of the first things to consider when

specifying cable. its important to consider the cable in terms of performance, as this can sometimes dictate
where on the diagram youll be able to draw an installation. this is one of the first things to consider when

specifying cable, as this can dictate where on the diagram youll be able to draw an installation. this is
important, as in most cases, or in some cases, the customer may have made a mistake in selecting the cable

size, and therefore you might be able to re-run your rfc 1901 without having to replace your cable. it is
important to have the cable manufacturers names and contact information available to the tia online database,

so that if you need to, you can ask for more information. its important to specify the amount of fiber that will
be used. this can be a difficult task. it depends on the length of the cable. the fiber and copper type will dictate
how the cable is built. for example, a stranded copper cable and a glass core fiber will be considered a hybrid

assembly, while a bare copper cable and a glass core fiber will be considered a multi-mode assembly.
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